Prepared for: City of Reno Public Art Program
Prepared by: Innovative Sculpture Design LLC, Hunter Brown
July 8, 2019

Title: Flourish
Medium: 316 Grade Stainless Steel
Finish: Brushed stainless steel coated with Everbrite Protectaclear Coating and polished
stainless sphere
(other finish combinations optional)
Scale: 25’H x 18’W x 12’D
6’ Diameter Polished Sphere
Weight: Approx 5500lbs
Base: 1” steel plate anchored below to steel reinforced concrete footing 1’ above grade.
Base plate is covered with landscape material and flowers.
(footing specs to come from structural engineer if awarded the project.)
12’ diameter x 30” high powder-coated steel planter will circle the base to serve as protection from traffic accidents.
Location: Virginia Street, Reno Nevada

-

Proposal submission July 8, 2019
Confirm Design Details
Order materials upon receipt of first payment
Project timeline 6-8 months
Installation date to be determined

4’x 10’ 11 gauge 316 stainless sheet
4’ x 10’ 10 gauge 316 stainless sheet
3/4” stainless round
5‘ x 10’ 14 gauge steel sheet (planter)
72” mirror finish sphere
3/8” stainless plate
1” steel plate 4’D cnc milled
Welding Consumables
Finish and Abrasive Consumables
Powdercoat for Planter
Scissor Lift Rental
Telehandler Lift Rental
Telehandler Rental for Install
Bucket Lift Rental for Install
Studio Fee
Delivery and Installation
Total before labor
Labor
Total:

12
4
40
6
1
1
1
1

$650.00
$818.80
$72.84
$154.50
$7,000.00
$ 800.00
$ 500.00
$1,000.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$1,800.00
$ 800.00
$ 800.00
$ 700.00
$1,000.00

$ 7,800.00
$ 3,275.00
$ 2,913.60
$ 927.00
$ 7,000.00
$ 800.00
$ 500.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 2,500.00
$1,000.00
$ 1,800.00
$ 800.00
$ 800.00
$ 700.00
$ 7,500.00
$ 1,000.00
$40, 315.60
$19,684.40
$60,000.00

A 50% payment of $30,000 is to be paid prior to commencement of construction. The initial
payment covers materials and construction expences. The remaining 50% is to be broken into two
payments of 25%. One of which will be paid at the finishing stage and the other upon installation
and completion of the project.

Maintenance
The piece is constructed in 11 gauge high chromium stainless steel (316 grade) and the ball
is constructed in 3mm thick 316 grade material as well. The material is designed to withstand
the elements and the high chromium content protects the piece from oxidation in the
harshest environments. The piece will also be coated in a EverbritePermaclear Coating
which helps to maintain the materials high luster and keeps the piecelooking clean with
minimal maintenance. Annual to bi-annual maintenance is recomended.
Maintenance includes waxing and washing the piece similar to washing a car. Low pressure
water and mild soap to wash the surface and Mothers Wax to help keep the piece stay looking
clean and to protect the coating. The main cost for maintenance is the lift rental if the city does
not own one.

Footing
Footing drawings and details will be provided once the base design is confirmed. At that time
I will contract a structural engineer to provide construction drawings. The design is contengent
on the desired asthetic.

Description
Flourish is a stylized tree composed of winding interlocked forms that support a sphere. The tree
is representative of growth, transformation and the idea of being rooted. The interlocking forms
are iconographic of the community working together to flourish while the sphere is represenative
of the fruit the tree provides which reflects the midtown district and the people there.

Lighting
Color changing led lighting that would be placed at base of piece directed straight up creates an
awesome effect on the brushed stainless steel. (lighting not included in budget)

Sample

innovativesculpturedesign@gmail.com

870.550.3619

innovativesculpturedesign.com

Scale Details
18’W
6’ diameter polished sphere

3’ w

12’ diameter powdercoated steel planter
24”-30”H

Brush Patter Finish Samples

25’H

Prepared for: City of Reno Public Art Program
Prepared by: Innovative Sculpture Design LLC, Hunter Brown
July 8, 2019

Title: Synergy
Medium: 316 Grade Stainless Steel
Finish: Brushed stainless steel coated with Everbrite Protectaclear Coating and polished
stainless sphere and red automotive finished element at center,
(other finish combinations optional)
Scale: 30’H x 10’W x 10’D
6’ Diameter Polished Sphere
Weight: Approx 5500lbs
Base: 1” steel plate anchored below to steel reinforced concrete footing 1’ above grade.
Base plate is covered with landscape material and flowers.
(footing specs to come from structural engineer if awarded the project.)
12’ diameter x 30” high powder-coated steel planter will circle the base to serve as protection from traffic accidents.
Location: Virginia Street, Reno NV

-

Proposal submission July 8, 2019
Confirm Design Details
Order materials upon receipt of first payment
Project timeline 6-8 months
Installation date to be determined

4’x 10’ 11 gauge 316 stainless sheet
3/4” stainless round
5‘ x 10’ 14 gauge steel sheet (planter)
72” mirror finish sphere
3/8” stainless plate
1” steel plate 4’D cnc milled
Welding Consumables
Finish and Abrasive Consumables
Powdercoat for Planter
Automotive Finish
Scissor Lift Rental
Telehandler Lift Rental
Telehandler Rental for Install
Studio Fee
Delivery and Installation
Total before labor
Labor
Total:

14
40
6
1
1
1
1

$600.00
$72.84
$154.50
$7,000.00
$ 800.00
$ 500.00
$1,000.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$2,000.00
$1,800.00
$ 800.00
$ 800.00
$1,000.00

$ 8,400.00
$ 2,913.60
$ 927.00
$ 7,000.00
$ 800.00
$ 500.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 2,500.00
$1,000.00
$2,000.00
$ 1,800.00
$ 800.00
$ 800.00
$ 7,500.00
$ 1,000.00
$38,940.60
$21,059.40
$60,000.00

A 50% payment of $30,000 is to be paid prior to commencement of construction. The initial
payment covers materials and construction expences. The remaining 50% is to be broken into two
payments of 25%. One of which will be paid at the finishing stage and the other upon installation
and completion of the project.

Maintenance
The piece is constructed in 11 gauge high chromium stainless steel (316 grade) and the ball
is constructed in 3mm thick 316 grade material as well. The material is designed to withstand
the elements and the high chromium content protects the piece from oxidation in the
harshest environments. The piece will also be coated in a EverbritePermaclear Coating
which helps to maintain the materials high luster and keeps the piecelooking clean with
minimal maintenance. Annual to bi-annual maintenance is recomended.
Maintenance includes waxing and washing the piece similar to washing a car. Low pressure
water and mild soap to wash the surface and Mothers Wax to help keep the piece stay looking
clean and to protect the coating. The main cost for maintenance is the lift rental if the city does
not own one.

Footing
Footing drawings and details will be provided once the base design is confirmed. At that time
I will contract a structural engineer to provide construction drawings. The design is contengent
on the desired asthetic.

Description
Synergy is composed of 2 forms flowing around one another and coming togethor at the top to hold
a sphere. The forms are representational of segments of the community working together to achieve
something great which is reflected at the peak of the piece in the sphere. The red ribon-like form
winds around both forms at the center to represent strength as the the forms are bound togeher at
a center.

Lighting
Color changing led lighting that would be placed at base of piece directed straight up creates an
awesome effect on the brushed stainless steel. (lighting not included in budget)

Sample

innovativesculpturedesign@gmail.com

870.550.3619

innovativesculpturedesign.com

Scale Details
10”W
6’D polished sphere

30’H

40”W

12’W

Brush Patter Finish Samples

Prepared for: City of Reno Public Art Program
Prepared by: Innovative Sculpture Design LLC, Hunter Brown
July 8, 2019

Title: Reciprocity
Medium: 316 Grade Stainless Steel
Finish: Brushed stainless steel coated with Everbrite Protectaclear Coating and polished
stainless sphere and red automotive finished element at center,
(other finish combinations optional)
Scale: 30’H x 10’W x 10’D
5’ Diameter Polished Sphere
Weight: Approx 5500lbs
Base: 1” steel plate anchored below to steel reinforced concrete footing 1’ above grade.
Base plate is covered with landscape material and flowers.
(footing specs to come from structural engineer if awarded the project.)
12’ diameter x 30” high powder-coated steel planter will circle the base to serve as protection from traffic accidents.
Location: Virginia Street, Reno NV

-

Proposal submission July 8, 2019
Confirm Design Details
Order materials upon receipt of first payment
Project timeline 6-8 months
Installation date to be determined

4’x 10’ 11 gauge 316 stainless sheet
3/4” stainless round
5‘ x 10’ 14 gauge steel sheet (planter)
60” mirror finish sphere
3/8” stainless plate
1” steel plate 4’D cnc milled
Welding Consumables
Finish and Abrasive Consumables
Powdercoat for Planter
Scissor Lift Rental
Telehandler Lift Rental
Telehandler Rental for Install
Studio Fee
Delivery and Installation
Total before labor
Labor
Total:

14
40
6
1
1
1
1

$600.00
$72.84
$154.50
$5,000.00
$ 800.00
$ 500.00
$1,000.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$1,800.00
$ 800.00
$ 800.00
$1,000.00

$ 8,400.00
$ 2,913.60
$ 927.00
$ 5,000.00
$ 800.00
$ 500.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 2,500.00
$1,000.00
$ 1,800.00
$ 800.00
$ 800.00
$ 7,500.00
$ 1,000.00
$34,940.60
$25,059.40
$60,000.00

A 50% payment of $30,000 is to be paid prior to commencement of construction. The initial
payment covers materials and construction expences. The remaining 50% is to be broken into two
payments of 25%. One of which will be paid at the finishing stage and the other upon installation
and completion of the project.

Maintenance
The piece is constructed in 11 gauge high chromium stainless steel (316 grade) and the ball
is constructed in 3mm thick 316 grade material as well. The material is designed to withstand
the elements and the high chromium content protects the piece from oxidation in the
harshest environments. The piece will also be coated in a EverbritePermaclear Coating
which helps to maintain the materials high luster and keeps the piecelooking clean with
minimal maintenance. Annual to bi-annual maintenance is recomended.
Maintenance includes waxing and washing the piece similar to washing a car. Low pressure
water and mild soap to wash the surface and Mothers Wax to help keep the piece stay looking
clean and to protect the coating. The main cost for maintenance is the lift rental if the city does
not own one.

Footing
Footing drawings and details will be provided once the base design is confirmed. At that time
I will contract a structural engineer to provide construction drawings. The design is contengent
on the desired asthetic.

Description
Reciprocity is composed of several interlocking forms all converging around a polished sphere.
The sphere is represnative of the community and the forms represent differet segments of the
community. Reciprocal relationships require a spirit of cooperation, as well as an understanding
of and ability to embrace interdependence. Reciprocity is developed and woven into good enough
relationships, sometimes without participants knowing that is what they are doing. This piece is
designed to illustrate the benefits of these relationships and the power of community.

Lighting
Color changing led lighting that would be placed at base of piece directed straight up creates an
awesome effect on the brushed stainless steel. (lighting not included in budget)

Sample

innovativesculpturedesign@gmail.com

870.550.3619

innovativesculpturedesign.com

Scale Details
12’W

30’h

5’D polished sphere

12’ D powder-coated planter

Brush Patter Finish Samples

Plaza Options

Metamorphosis

Recriprocity

Synergy

Flourish

Any 2 of these design options at a 12’-16’ scale are an option for the plaza spaces if the committee
prefers to have pieces in the plaza space rather than the roundabout. Different finish variations
optional.

